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DART PRO 98 Turns Records and Tapes
into High Quality CDs
RealTime tools deliver professional results to broad audience
New Software from DARTECH a Boon for Pros, Audio Enthusiasts
Minneapolis, MN. - January 25, 1999 –- DARTECH, Inc., a leading provider of audio
restoration and recording software, today announced the release of DART PRO 98, a professional
recording, restoration and editing solution for audio professionals and hobbyists.
DART PRO 98 allows for the digital re-mastering and saving of music from vinyl, tape and other
media. DART PRO 98 is designed for both music restoration and voice clarification and supports
both digital and analog formats.
DART PRO 98 supports RealTime tools to enhance speed and ease-of-use. Users can listen to the
results while the restoration controls are adjusted. Aside from the addition of real time tools,
DART PRO 98 improves upon the highly-acclaimed DART PRO 32 by implementing powerful
features such as DeHum and Unpack.
After capturing music via PC and sound card, users of DART PRO 98 can restore crystal clear
sound. DART PRO 98 removes scratches, clicks, pops, hiss sounds and fills in dropouts. Songs
can then be organized into customized playlists for recording.
“The ease and cost of DART PRO 98 makes audio restoration inexpensive and available to a wide
audience” says Henry Neils, President. “Re-mastering of music can be done quickly and easily
with DART PRO 98 with any Pentium class PC. And, standard music CDs can be made quickly
with most CD-R or CD-RW drive. DART PRO 98 has all the features to make the professional
audio engineer take notice and at the same time easy to use so that a novice can get great results.
Anyone can use DART PRO 98, the most advanced audio restoration and recording program
available.”

- more -

RealTime tools deliver professional results to broad audience
NEW FEATURES:
• DART PRO 98 has RealTime support for all the restoration/processing functions – DeClick,
DeNoise, DeHiss, and DeHum
• New DeHum restoration function eliminates harmonic disturbances, removes buzz and hum.
• New NoisePrint Manager for shaping and correcting a noise-print.
• The Smart Mute, Smart Cut, and CrossFade Cut features allow for the editing of small, hard
to find disturbances.
• An improved Equalizer and Mixer ensures professional results.
• Adjust RPM for conversion of non-standard record speeds.
• MIDI support for rendering MIDI to .wav file formats with an all digital process.
• MP3 support for recording MP3 files to CD.
• DirectX ActiveX plug-in support.
• An Unpack feature automatically separates audio into individual songs or tracks.
• Timer for recording audio at pre-determined times (like a VCR).
• Background processing option.
DART PRO 98 includes all of the powerful restoration functions that the professionals have been
using for years such as DeClick, DeNoise, ReTouch, DeHiss, and the signal processing tools such
as ReSample, Scale, Maximize, Mute, Reverse, and more.
DART PRO 98 on Display at NAMM
DART PRO 98 product information will be distributed January 28 through 31 at the NAMM
(National Association of Music Manufacturers) International Music Market 1999 Show at the Los
Angeles Convention Center. Both ThinkWare, booth #1521, and Tracer Technologies, booth
#1401, will have DART PRO 98 information available.
Available on the Web
A free downloadable demo of DART PRO 98 is available from the DART web site. The demo
demonstrates the software’s new features.
System requirements are: 486DX2 (or better), 16-Bit sound card, 15MB RAM and 1.2 GB Disk,
Microsoft Windows 95/98/NT and CD-R or CD-RW.
DART PRO 98 is available and has a suggested retail price of $399. Current DART PRO 32 users
can upgrade to DART PRO 98 for $149.
A free demo can be downloaded at www.dartpro.com Call 1-800 - 799 – 1692 for more
information, DARTECH, Inc, the software leader in audio restoration and recording.
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